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Abstract

The volume of mass unsolicited electronic mail, often
known as spam, has recently increased enormously and has
become a serious threat to not only the Internet but also
to society. A new spam detection method which uses doc-
ument space density information has been proposed. Al-
though the proposed method requires extensive e-mail traf-
fic to acquire the necessary information, it can achieve per-
fect detection (i.e., both recall and precision is 100%) under
practical conditions. This paper describes the memory man-
agement mechanism of this new spam detection method. Al-
though the “Least Recently Used” strategy is the standard
memory management strategy, we show that 1) the use of
the direct-mapped cache can be used as a substitute for the
LRU cache, and 2) “Retaining Multiply Accessed Entries”
strategy can further improve the memory management per-
formance and improve the theoretical recall rate for spam
detection.

1. Introduction

Mass unsolicited electronic mail, often known as spam,
has recently increased enormously and has become a seri-
ous threat to not only the Internet but also to society. This
is especially true in Japan, where mobile phones have e-
mail capability and e-mails through these devices have be-
come indispensable to society. Under these circumstances,
there exists a strong requirement for a spam filter which can
protect large mail servers. However, none of the currently
known spam filters can effectively cope with the huge vol-
ume of traffic with sufficient accuracy.

Even though a lot of studies have been undertaken to
create and improve spam filters, most of them are for e-
mail clients which are used on a stand-alone computer. Such
spam filters, for e-mail clients, should be accurate, easy to
personalize, and easy to use. However, the required charac-
teristics of a spam filter for e-mail servers are slightly dif-
ferent. They are:

• High processing speed to handle billions of e-mails per
day.

• Ease of maintenance to automate the handling of new
spam.

• High accuracy to prevent misjudgment.

• Unsupervised learning capability to protect privacy.

We proposed a new spam detection method for e-mail
servers [13]. The two key ideas of our study are 1) the use
of document space density [9] information, and 2) an ef-
ficient implementation of the first idea through the use of
a direct-mapped cache [11]. The density-based approach
requires extensive volumes of e-mail traffic to acquire the
necessary information. Thus it is not adequate to use this
method for client terminals. However, the latter three char-
acteristics, i.e., ease of maintenance, high accuracy and pri-
vacy protection, are achieved.

To realize the first characteristics, i.e., high process-
ing speed, an on-line unsupervised learning method with
a direct-mapped cache engine is developed. The direct-
mapped cache engine is the core of the proposed method
and contributes to the handling of over 10,000 e-mails per
second. A companion paper [13] shows the advantage of
the proposed method by comparing it to conventional meth-
ods. This paper examines the detailed characteristics of the



cache engine. Especially, this paper describes the mem-
ory management mechanism of the cache engine. Although
the “Least Recently Used” strategy is the standard mem-
ory management strategy, we show that 1) the use of the
direct-mapped cache can be used as a substitute for the LRU
cache, and 2) “Retaining Multiply Accessed Entries” strat-
egy can further improve the memory management perfor-
mance and improve the theoretical recall rate for spam de-
tection. Experimentations which were conducted using over
50 million actual e-mails are used to clarify the characteris-
tics of the proposed method.

Section 2 of this paper first surveys related work and de-
termines their limitations in order to clarify the motivation
of this research. Section 3 explains the density-based spam
detection method with experimental results. Section 4 re-
ports on the memory management mechanism in detail. Fi-
nally, Section 5 concludes our findings.

2. Related work

Since spam has become a serious threat to society, a lot
of study has been undertaken to create spam filters to protect
e-mail users, e.g., [2, 3, 8, 10], and [12]. Some of them use
a Bayesian-like approach [3, 8], or a rule-based approach
[10], and some use a checksum database [2, 12] to detect
spam.

Vector representation, e.g., TF IDF [9], combined with
machine learning techniques [5] are commonly used to de-
tect spam. A fundamental dilemma is the difficulty of the
learning problem. Spammers today seem to have a great
deal of knowledge about techniques used to detect spam.
They try to make the size of their information much smaller.
For example, they make shorter spam e-mail with minor
alterations. They also add random words so that random
words disturb the statistical analysis. Such tricks make the
learning task difficult. In other words, finding a function to
discriminate between spam and non-spam mail on the vec-
tor representation alone is not a simple task.

We also use related representation (See next section for
details). However, to treat Japanese and English e-mail to-
gether in an efficient way requires that we choose hash-
based text representation. Hash-based text representation is
one of the basic text representation methods [4] and it is
used for a variety of purposes, e.g., text retrieval [1], text
compression [7], and spam filtering [2, 12]. Since hash-
based text representation doesn’t require a morphological
analysis of Japanese text, it therefore improves the perfor-
mance of our method.

A high speed text search engine is an important compo-
nent of our method. A direct-mapped cache is the core of
our engine. It is a kind of hash table that simply overwrites
duplicate entries, and is originally developed as a substitute
of the LRU cache to implement cache memory of CPU [11].
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Figure 1. Document Space Density

LRU performance on heavily maldistributed data is studied
in various network applications. For example, [6] analyzes
WWW traffic and reveals LRU’s high performance on gath-
ering maldistributed WWW data. In our study, the direct-
mapped cache [11] is used to gather maldistributed spams.

3. Density-based spam detector

The analysis of document space density itself and the un-
supervised learning engine with a direct-mapped cache are
the key ideas of the density-based spam detector. This sec-
tion explains these two ideas with an implemented system
and experimental results.

3.1. Document Space Density

Although most of the conventional spam filters use vec-
tor representation for the basic representation of data, we
use document space density [9] as the key information to
distinguish spam from other e-mails. More precisely, we
just count the number of similar e-mails. By counting the
number of similar e-mails, we can estimate the local doc-
ument density around the mail. Figure 1 shows the image
of document space density. The X and Y axis correspond
to the attributes used in the conventional vector representa-
tion. The Z axis is the number of similar e-mails.

Spammers conduct marketing, commercial, and even un-
ethical activities by sending out a huge amount of spam.
This high volume is required as it is the only way to re-
ceive enough economical benefit. There is therefore a heavy
maldistribution on e-mail traffic, making document space
density a good index to identify spam. Although ordinary
users seldom send more than 1000 similar e-mails, spam-
mers have to send the same spam far more than that. Note
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Figure 3. Hash-based Representation

that some of the unethical spam mail are said to be diffi-
cult to judge even for a human. However, the existence of
over thousand identical e-mails makes the fact clear. Ac-
tually, experimental results reported in Section 3.4 showed
that simple threshold is enough to distinguish spam from
other e-mails.

3.2. System Configuration

Figure 2 shows the system configuration of MMD
(Mass-Mail Detector) that we have implemented. By mon-
itoring network packets at the switching hub, the SMTP
handler analyzes SMTP traffic between mail servers and re-
constructs the text of e-mails. Then, Vectorizer transfers the
text into vector representation.

There are various vector representations, such as term
frequency and N gram. Although they are candidate repre-
sentation, we use a hash-based vector representation (See
Figure 3). From each e-mail, hash values of each length L
substring are calculated, and then the first N of them are
used as vector representation of the e-mail.

Japanese, English and other languages are used in mo-
bile phone e-mails in Japan. Bigram is known to work well
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for Japanese. Term frequency is commonly used for En-
glish. The hash-based representation can extract enough in-
formation from various languages in a singular and simplis-
tic way. Its efficiency is also the reason we choose this as
our representation method.

3.3. Caching Architecture

An unsupervised learning engine is used to find spam
from huge volumes of e-mail traffic. Since it has to handle
over 1000 e-mails per second and it needs to check a million
previous e-mails to handle the current single e-mail, naive
implementation requires over a billion similarity checks and
this isn’t realistic. To solve this problem, we have developed
a new type of unsupervised learning engine which uses a
direct-mapped cache [11] architecture to speed up process-
ing.

Figure 4 shows the data structure and Figure 5 shows the
algorithm. The hash database in Figure 4 stores the hash
values of each e-mail and the number of similar e-mails.
The direct-mapped cache copies the n% of the hash val-
ues. It also stores the pointer to the e-mail’s entry in the
hash database. To check a single piece of e-mail, in order
to find similar previous e-mail which share S% of the same
hash values, the algorithm shown in Figure 5 first checks the
direct-mapped cache. The direct-mapped cache is a simple
hash table, and the algorithm can find the entries of e-mails
which have the same hash value through this cache.

The contents in the direct-mapped cache are simply over-
written if the hash values are overlapped. When all the hash
values in the direct-mapped cache are overwritten by other
e-mails, the algorithm deletes the entry in the hash database
for the overwritten e-mail so that it can reuse the memory
space of the hash database. Although this basic algorithm
does not have an explicit LRU cache mechanism to control
entries in the hash database, the overwrite mechanism of



Total Number of e-mail message 53,985,002
Total Number of “spam” 12,324,762

m: DMC entry 2,000,000
M: Hash Database entry 1,000,000
D: “spam” threshold 100
L: length of substring 9
N: Number of hash values for each e-mail 100
n: Percentage of hash values copied in DMC 10 %
S: Similarity threshold 90 %

Memory Size 825 MByte
CPU time 4340 sec
Number of “spam” Type 14,320
Percentage of “spam” Type 22.8 %
Estimated Recall (See Fig 6) 100 %
Precision 100 %

Table 1. Summary of Experimental Results

direct-mapped cache controls the entry in the hash database
as if it were controlled by a LRU mechanism.

3.4. Experimental Results on “spam” through Mo-
bile Phone

We have analyzed actual SMTP traffic transferred
through the segments of a genuine mail site. Since no sin-
gle segment transfers all of the SMTP traffic, we were
only able to analyze a part of the overall traffic. A Pen-
tium 4, 2.4 GHz, desktop computer with 2Gbytes of
memory was used for the experimentation. Table 1 sum-
marizes the results. The system could handle over 10,000
e-mails per second and 22.8% of the total number of
e-mails were spam.

The similarity threshold used in the experimentations is
90%. E-mails transferred more than 100 times are marked
as spam. 100% of marked mails are mass mails as is defined.
One million entries for the hash database and two million
entries for the direct-mapped cache consumed 825M bytes.
100 substrings whose length being 9 are used to make hash
values for each single e-mail. 10% of the hash values in the
hash database are copied in the direct-mapped cache.

Note that the results might include both unsolicited and
solicited mass e-mails. However removing solicited mass e-
mail, e.g., mail-based magazines, by using a short white list
is not difficult, and we aren’t concerned about the confusion
between solicited and unsolicited mails. A short white list
seems to work well with density based analysis.

Since counting the recall rate directly from actual e-
mail traffic has privacy issues and is difficult, we have per-
formed preparatory experimentation. From the traffic men-

Main Procedure Check-Mail
Input

T : Text of Mail
Var h: Hash value
begin

New-Hash-DB-Candidate
←Make N Hash values from T

for h in New-Hash-DB-Candidate do
if Similar(Mail in Hash Database pointed by h,

New-Hash-DB-Candidate)
then Update-Similar-Mail(

Mail in Hash Database pointed by h)
exit Check-Mail

// If No Similar Entry exists in Hash Database
Store-New-Mail(New-Hash-DB-Candidate)

end

Function Similar
Input

H1: Hash Database entry
H2: New-Hash-DB-Candidate

begin
if H1 and H2 share S same hash value
then return Yes
else return No

end

Procedure Update-Similar-Mail
Input

H1: Hash Database entry
Var h: Hash value
begin

Increment “No.of Similar Mail” of H1
for first n h in H1 do

Set-DMC-Entry(current h, H1)
if No.of Similar Mail > D
then Mark H1 as “spam”

end

Procedure Store-New-Mail
Input

H2: New-Hash-DB-Candidate
Var h: Hash value
begin

Store H2 as New Hash Database Entry
for first n h in H2 do

Set-DMC-Entry(current h, H2)
Set “No.of Similar Mails” as 1
Set “No.of DMC Entry” as n

end

Procedure Set-DMC-Entry
Input

h: Hash value
H: Hash Database Entry

begin
Set DMC Entry for h so that it points H
if Previous h already point Hash Database Entry: e

& e 6= H
then Decrement “No.of DMC Entry” of e

if “No.of DMC Entry” of e = 0
then Delete e from Hash Database

& Clear DMC entry which point e

end

Figure 5. Mass Mail Caching Algorithm
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tioned above, the first 10 million e-mails are extracted and
merged with pseudo spam e-mail. The preparatory exper-
imentation measures the recall rate over this pseudo spam
e-mail (See Figure 6).

100 seeds of spam are prepared and each seed is ran-
domly inserted so that the total number of each pseudo spam
becomes some specific number (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,
80, 90 and 100 are used in the experimentation). In Fig-
ure 6, hatched squares show the number of totally missed
seed. Of all the seed inserted ones, inserted more than 40
times, were found. 25% of the seed inserted 10 times were
found, and 75% were missed.

In the experiment, some occurrences of seed were
missed and the recall rate (ratio of found and inserted
spam) shows on a different line (white squares in Fig-
ure 6). When each seed is inserted 100 times, 100% of in-
serted spam e-mail are found. Since this number means
that when a spammer sends 1000 commercial e-mails per
day, all of them are detected. Since this seems to force a
change in the current spammer’s business model, we tenta-
tively use 100% as the recall rate of our methods. Although
the proposed method misses some spam when its oc-
currence is small (See Section 4.2), both the precision
and recall rate of our method are good enough in practi-
cal sense.

4. Memory Management for Hash Database

Although the mechanism described so far has a basic
memory management function, there exists a possibility
where the algorithm encounters a lack of free space for new
hash database entries. When such a case occurs, the algo-
rithm has to delete old entries in order to make free space
for new entries. The strategy for selecting old entries to be
deleted significantly affects the recall rate of the proposed
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method. In this section we show the advantage of “Retain-
ing Multiply Accessed Entries” strategy with experimental
results.

4.1. Characteristics of Basic Memory Manage-
ment

Figure 7 shows the cache consumption of basic mem-
ory management, i.e., memory management described in
the previous section. The continuous line shows the hash
database consumption (percentage) and the cross shows the
direct-mapped cache consumption. After the direct-mapped
cache is filled, the consumption of the hash database be-
comes stable and is about 90%.

Through basic memory management, the contents in the
direct-mapped cache are simply overwritten if the hash val-
ues are overlapped. If an e-mail is sent only once and never
resent, all of its entries in the direct-mapped cache will be
overwritten after some time period. Figure 7 clearly shows
that this overwrite mechanism controls the entry in the hash
database as if it were controlled by a LRU mechanism.

4.2. Comparison of Auxiliary Memory Manage-
ment Strategies

Table 2 shows possible auxiliary memory management
strategies that are used when basic memory management
fails to ensure free space for new entries. RND makes mem-
ory space for the new entry by randomly deleting the present
hash database entry when the basic memory management
mentioned above is insufficient, RND2 is a slightly modi-
fied version. It retains the entries that are fetched more than
once, and entries that are fetched only once will be deleted
at random. LRU allocates memory space for the new en-
try by deleting a least recently used entry. LRU2 also uses



RND Basically, the memory space for the hash
database entry will be reused by collecting the
spaces that are deleted by the procedure Set-
DMC-Entry. If this default allocation is not
enough, the memory space for the new entry will
be allocated by randomly deleting present hash
database entries.

RND2 Modified version of RND. The entries that are
fetched more than 2 times are retained. Entries
that are fetched only once will be deleted at ran-
dom.

LRU If the default allocation is not enough, mem-
ory space for the new entry will be allocated by
deleting a least recently used entry.

LRU2 Modified version of LRU. But the entries that
are fetched more than 2 times are retained.

Table 2. Auxiliary Memory Management
Strategies
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a LRU stack. But the entries that are fetched more than 2
times are retained.

Our method misses extremely rare spam e-mails. It also
misses spam when used with a smaller sized hash database.
Figure 8 and 9 show the recall rates of the proposed method
on rare spams. They also show the improvement of the aux-
iliary memory management strategies.

When the number of the direct-mapped cache en-
tries (i.e., 2,000,000) is twice of the number of the hash
database entries (i.e., 1,000,000), only the basic mem-
ory management controls the hash database entries, and
all RND, RND2, LRU, LRU2 show the same perfor-
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mance (See Figure 8, dotted line). When the number of
the direct-mapped cache entries is 2,500,000, the mem-
ory space for the hash database is fully used then the
performance of RND2, LRU and LRU2 slightly im-
proves (solid line in Figure 8). However, the perfor-
mance of RND decreases (dotted plots). The perfor-
mance improvement of RND2, LRU and LRU2 is due
to the fully used hash database. However, extra capac-
ity of the direct-mapped cache disturbs the function of
basic memory management and decreases the perfor-
mance of RND.

Figure 9 shows the recall rates of the proposed method
with a smaller size of hash database. In this experiment,
each seed of pseudo spam is randomly inserted 40 times.
Both LRU2 and RND2 works well with a smaller size of
hash database. Although LRU works well with a larger size
of hash database, its recall rate decreases with 300,000 and
less hash database entries.

4.3. Advantage of “Retaining Multiply Accessed
Entries” strategy

Both LRU2 and RND2 retain the entries which are ob-
served more than once. This supports the advantage of the
memory management strategy which retains the multiply
accessed hash database entries.

Note that RND2, i.e. random replacement with small
hack, was better than LRU (See Figure 9). Since this seemed
to contradict the common sense of computer science, we
examined the e-mail traffic data and found a possible ex-
planation. Figure 10 shows a sample occurrence of one spe-
cific spam. As shown in the Figure, its occurrence has burst-
ing periods and gaps. Similar gaps are observed for other
spams. Since LRU lost the relevant information during these
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gaps, its recall rate seems to decrease with smaller memory
as is shown in Figure 9.

“Retaining Multiply Accessed Entries” strategy seems to
be able to handle these gaps and contribute to spam detec-
tion.

5. Conclusion

A new spam detection method which uses document
space density information has been proposed. The charac-
teristics of this method are:

• High processing speed which enables the handling of
billions of e-mails per day (10,000 e-mails per second).

• Maintenance free which enables the automated han-
dling of new spam.

• 100% recall rate and 100% precision:

• Unsupervised learning capability to protect privacy.

This paper compares the basic memory management mech-
anism with possible refinements. Although the “Least Re-
cently Used” strategy is the standard memory management
strategy, we show that:

• The use of a direct-mapped cache can be used as a sub-
stitute for the LRU cache.

• “Retaining Multiply Accessed Entries” strategy can
further improve the memory management perfor-
mance.

Since the memory management performance directly af-
fects the behavior of the proposed method with small mem-
ory, “Retaining Multiply Accessed Entries” strategy pro-
posed in this paper contributes to spam detection by im-
proving its accuracy.

We believe that the proposed method is good enough to
be used under practical situations. However, to fully utilize
the proposed spam detection method to protect customers,
the enrichment of anti spam and related law is necessary.
The legal issues of mass e-mail are beyond the scope of our
study.
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